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Comments: I am a native resident of Mississippi, I live in Lamar County and have also lived in George County on the banks of the Pascagoula River. I support keeping the rivers and streams in as pristine condition as possible in our great state. Further, I support conservation efforts that enable keeping our rivers and streams pristine. The one thing that I noticed in this proposal that I do not support is the exclusion of "forest products" in the description of things that are to be preserved. The reason that I do not support this particular aspect is not that I oppose logging or the timber industry in any way however, I do not support clear cut logging near a pristine stream or river as the practice of clear cut logging tends to not be completed with the utmost care to the environment and doing so near a pristine river or stream would/could lead to changes in the environment that would likely prove detrimental. Black Creek is a waterway that I have enjoyed visiting and using throughout my life and would like to know that it and the rest of the river system are going to be maintained in pristine condition so that we can continue to enjoy its natural beauty and resources for many generations to come.